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Sci en ce (2n d Revi sed edi ti on )
By Peter J. Feibelman

The Perseus Books Group. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, A Ph.D. is Not Enough: A
Guide to Survival in Science (2nd Revised edition), Peter J. Feibelman, Despite your graduate
education, brainpower, and technical prowess, your career in scientific research is far from
assured. Permanent positions are scarce, science survival is rarely part of formal graduate training,
and a good mentor is hard to find. In A Ph.D. Is Not Enough!, physicist Peter J. Feibelman lays out a
rational path to a fulfilling long-term research career. He offers sound advice on selecting a thesis
or postdoctoral adviser; choosing among research jobs in academia, government laboratories, and
industry; preparing for an employment interview; and defining a research program. The guidance
offered in A Ph.D. Is Not Enough! will help you make your oral presentations more effective, your
journal articles more compelling, and your grant proposals more successful. A classic guide for
recent and soon-to-be graduates, A Ph.D. Is Not Enough! remains required reading for anyone on
the threshold of a career in science. This new edition includes two new chapters and is revised and
updated throughout to reflect how the revolution in electronic communication has transformed the
field.
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Reviews
Complete information! Its such a great study. It is probably the most amazing book i have got study. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Rog er Luettg en III
This is basically the greatest book i have got read through until now. It normally will not expense an excessive amount of. I am just delighted to let you
know that here is the greatest book i have got go through within my individual existence and might be he finest book for at any time.
-- Pr ecious McGlynn
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